
Personal Goal Setting Worksheet (PDF)

What is the theory behind this Personal Goal Setting worksheet?
Goal setting refers to an action plan that motivates an individual to attain their goals. It is a
comprehensive guide that highlights the goals, ways to achieve them and additional things such
as a specific timeline, or a breakdown of mini goals etc. It has to be as compact as possible so it
only mentions relevant details that can actually help you towards your end goal.

It has multiple benefits as a guide, a motivator and a performance tracker. Goal setting
behaviour is known to increase self confidence by instilling positive thoughts about the future
and making the individual feel in control of their own lives.

How will the worksheet help?

This worksheet will provide a simple template for setting personal goals. It will also provide
some helpful tips that can ensure successful achievement of one's goals. The template can help
beginners in their goal setting journey as it is compact and easy to use.

How to use the worksheet?

This worksheet can be used by therapists, counsellors and teachers to help teach individuals
with planning and achieving personal goals. Instruct them to read the tips for successful goal
achievement before moving on to deciding on a personal goal, its timeline and actions that can
help achieve the goal and actions that can hinder their progress. Encourage them to return to
their action plan to give feedback about their progress midway and by the end of their timeline.
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Personal Goal Setting Worksheet (PDF)
Goal setting behaviour can help you immensely in achieving those stubborn goals that seem unlikely right
now.Choose a goal, a timeline and assess what you can do to achieve it and what you should avoid to hinder
your progress. Here are some helpful tips to ensure your goal setting journey is a successful one:

● Choose a goal that you know you can achieve based on your available resources.
● Break your goal into mini-goals instead of aiming for it all in one go.
● Choose the difficulty level based on your own capabilities. It is surely good to aim high but being a little

realistic would go a long way,
● Make sure to track your progress and update your action plan if required.
● Learn from any setbacks to prepare yourself better. See it as an opportunity to grow and do not let it dampen

your efforts.

My Personal Goal

Beginning date End date

What practical steps can I take to achieve
this goal?

What must I do to avoid slowing down my
progress?

1st Feedback - Mid Timeline

Progress and Feedback at end date
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You can find more wellness and mental health worksheets here.
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